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ABSTRACT 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase (PaDADH) is a flavin-dependent 
enzyme. The enzyme catalyzes the oxidative deamination of a broad range of ᴅ-amino acids to 
their corresponding imino-acids, which are non-enzymatically hydrolyzed to α-keto-acids and 
ammonia. A46, S45 and I335 residues are located in flexible loops, which form a flask-like 
substrate-binding pocket. In this study, I335, A46, and S45 were mutated to histidine, glycine, and 
alanine, respectively and individually, through site-directed mutagenesis, to investigate their role 
in binding and catalysis in PaDADH. The results showed that A46 and S45 residues participate in 
the optimal orientation of the substrate α-amino group and I335 modulate the active site flexibility. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Pseudomonas aeruginosa ᴅ-arginine Dehydrogenase (PaDADH)  
ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase is a flavin-dependent enzyme from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
an opportunistic bacterial pathogen known for its harmful effect on immunocompromised hosts 
(1). Pseudomonas aeruginosa ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase (PaDADH) catalyzes the oxidative 
deamination of ᴅ-arginine to iminoarginine, which is non-enzymatically hydrolyzed to 2-
ketoarginine and ammonia (2, 3). The products of this first reaction are then converted to ʟ-arginine 
by an NAD(P)H depending enzyme, enabling the microorganism to survive in a milieu with ᴅ-
arginine as a sole source of carbon and nitrogen through the ʟ-arginine catabolic pathway (2-6). 
 
Scheme 1.1 Oxidation of ᴅ-arginine by ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase 
PaDADH belongs to a structural family composed of ᴅ-amino acid oxidase, dimethyl 
glycine oxidase, glycine oxidase, and sarcosine oxidase (7-13). The enzyme was first described by 
Haas et al. in 1988 (2). PaDADH is defined as a true dehydrogenase due to its non-reactivity with 
molecular oxygen.  Its physiological electron acceptor remains unknown (2, 14). The enzyme has 
been characterized mechanistically, and the roles of many residues in the active site have been 
elucidated (14-18). 
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1.1.1 Three-dimensional structure of PaDADH 
The three-dimensional structure of PaDADH was determined previously by X-ray 
crystallography. The crystal structures of PaDADH were obtained in complex with iminoarginine 
or iminohistidine at high resolution (1.30 Å); whereas, a covalent N(5) flavin adduct was obtained 
at atomic-resolution in the enzyme co-crystallized with ᴅ-leucine instead of the expected 
iminoleucine (14, 19). Ligand-free and bound forms were also observed when the enzyme was 
crystallized without addition of ligands, due mostly to the product of the enzymatic reaction being 
trapped during the expression of the enzyme by the microorganism (14). In overall, the crystal 
structures of PaDADH are almost identical and display a FAD as the cofactor, which is non-
covalently bound to the protein. The X-ray crystal structures indicate that PaDADH folds into two 
domains consisting of a substrate binding domain and a FAD binding domain (14). The substrate 
binding domain is composed of eight-stranded β-sheets and two short antiparallel β-strands that 
constitute a sandwich surrounded by four α-helices and four loops (L1 to L4), which form a flask-
like substrate-binding pocket (14) (Figure 1.1). The FAD-binding domain is formed by a central 
six-stranded β-sheet surrounded by five α-helices on one side and three-stranded antiparallel β-
sheets with two α-helices on the other side (14) (Figure 1.1). The substrate-binding pocket is 
located at the re face of the isoalloxazine moiety of the FAD and loop L1 presumably modulates 
substrate entrance and product release from the active site (14). 
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Figure 1.1. Overall structure of PaDADH with iminoarginine. The PaDADH structure is shown 
in cartoon representation. Iminoarginine and cofactor FAD are shown as sticks and colored 
magenta and yellow, respectively with the four loops: L1 (orange), L2 (red), L3 (blue) and L4 
(cyan) forming a flask like substrate binding pocket. Taken from reference (14) without author’s 
permission. 
 
1.1.2 Active Site of PaDADH 
The catalytic power of an enzyme is based on its active site, where the amino acid residues 
along with their atoms are fine tuned to allow efficient binding of ligands and stabilization of the 
reaction intermediates. The substrate-binding site of PaDADH is formed by a small entrance that 
extends at the bottom near the isoalloxazine moiety of the FAD, adopting a triangular cross section 
shape (14). Further analyses indicate that the entrance of the active site is controlled by a flexible 
loop (L1), which is formed by residues 33-56. This loop has two different peptidyl regions 
including residues 46-47 and residues 50-56 adopting two conformations depending on whether 
the substrate is present or not in the active site (14). A major movement of loop L1 is observed 
with Y53 that points away from the active site in the ligand-free conformation; whereas, the 
aromatic site-chain of Y53 moves toward the substrate-binding site and establishes hydrogen bond 
interactions with the carboxyl hydrogen of the imino-product in the ligand-bound conformation 
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(14). In the peptidyl region formed by residues 46-47, A46 adopts two conformations as shown in 
figure 1.2 (14). 
 
Figure 1.2. Conformational flexibility of PaDADH structure. Ligand-free conformation (green) 
and product-bound conformation (magenta) at loopL1 (residues 33-56) and L2 (residues 244-248) 
regions in PaDADH structure. Ala46, Tyr53, and iminoarginine are represented as sticks. A 
hydrogen bond (black dotted line) is formed between Tyr53 and iminoarginine in the product-
bound conformation. Taken from reference (14) without author’s permission. 
 
Y53, Y249, R222, R305 side chains formed polar interaction with the iminoproduct main-
chain oxygen as shown in figure 1.3 (14). A similar flexible loop, located at the entrance of the 
substrate binding site, was reported in DAAO as an “active site lid” that may control substrate 
binding and product release (13). The Glucose-Methanol-Choline structural family, including 
choline oxidase, glucose oxidase, cholesterol oxidase, pyranose 2-oxidase, and cellobiose 
dehydrogenase flavoprotein domain (20-24), displays the same “loop-and-lid” feature. Thus, the 
shape and the feature of the active site in PaDADH may play a significant role in its ability to 
oxidize a diverse range of amino-acids. 
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Figure 1.3. Active site of PaDADH. Active site residues are in green. Loop L1 is in orange, the 
FAD cofactor is shown in yellow. Potential hydrogen bonds are represented by dashed lines. The 
iminoproduct (IAR) is represented in magenta. 
 
1.1.3  Substrate Specificity of PaDADH 
The three-dimensional structures of PaDADH bring light on the broad substrate specificity 
of the biological catalyst. The crystal structures data demonstrate that PaDADH has an active site 
pocket with a small entrance at the top and becomes wider at the bottom in the proximity of the 
isoalloxazine ring of the FAD, adopting an overall shape of a triangular cross section (14) (Figure 
1.4). Active site residues including Y53, Y249, M240, and V242 form a hydrophobic wall 
responsible for  optimal  binding of unbranched and long aliphatic side chains of ᴅ-arginine and 
ᴅ-lysine (14). The side chain of iminoarginine binds almost perpendicularly to the isoalloxazine 
moiety of the FAD, while the imidazole ring of iminohistidine is oriented differently with two 
alternate conformations and establishing hydrogen bonds with T50, H48, and G336 (14). On the 
contrary, the main chains of iminohistindine and iminoarginine bind in the same manner parallel 
to the isoalloxazine ring of the FAD and form similar polar interactions with Y53, R222, R305, 
and G332 (14). In spite of the broad substrate specificity of PaDADH, the biocatalyst displays low 
or undetectable activities with several ᴅ-amino acids especially for ᴅ-glutamate and ᴅ-aspartate (4, 
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14). The X-ray crystallographic and kinetic data indicate that E87, which establishes strong ionic 
interaction with iminoarginine, is responsible for the high specificity of PaDADH toward positive 
and long aliphatic side chains substrates like ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine (14, 15). The special 
arrangement of the active site residues and the shape of the substrate binding pocket along with 
E87 are responsible for the specificity differences and the capacity of the bio-catalyst to 
accommodate various sizes of ᴅ-amino acids (14, 15).  
 
Figure 1.4 PaDADH structures in complex with iminoarginine or iminohistidine. PaDADH active 
site residues (green sticks) line the interior of the substrate-binding pocket (Thr53, Gly332, and 
Gln336 were omitted for clarity). Iminoarginine (red) and iminohistidine (blue) bind to the active 
site in very distinct conformations. FAD is represented by its isoalloxazine ring in green. Taken 
from reference (14) without author’s permission. 
 
1.2 Importance of PaDADH 
Flavin-dependent enzymes are very important in living organisms due to their participation 
in a large range of biological processes. It has been shown that ~1-3 % of eukaryotic and bacterial 
organisms contain genes that express flavoproteins (25). Flavin-dependent enzymes are able to 
transfer one or two electrons from one chemical compound (substrate) to another compound called 
electron acceptor. Their functions are not restricted to electron transfer reactions; they are involved 
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in energy metabolism, light sensing and emission, protein folding, neural development, and 
detoxification (25-28) (Figure 1.5). In P. aeruginosa the ᴅ-to-ʟ inversion is operated by a novel 2-
component amino-acid racemase in which PaDADH, a flavin-dependent enzyme, first converts ᴅ-
arginine into iminoarginine, which is non-enzymatically hydrolyzed to ammonia and 2-
ketoarginine. An NAD(P)H dependent enzyme then uses ammonia and 2-ketoarginine as 
substrates to produce ʟ-arginine (3), allowing P. aeruginosa to grow with ᴅ-arginine as the only 
source of carbon and nitrogen through the ʟ-arginine catabolic pathways (3). It has been shown 
that pathogenic and environmental bacteria resist to low pH-environment through the production 
of ammonia and ATP by the arginine deiminase pathway (29). Consequently, the production of 
ammonia by PaDADH in P. aeruginosa may play a significant role in the acid-stress control 
mechanism. Thus, understanding the fate of the reaction products catalyzed by PaDADH may 
contribute to alleviate the adverse effect of the pathogenic bacteria. 
 
Figure 1.5. Function of flavin-dependent enzymes. Taken from reference (26) without author’s 
permission. 
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ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase from P. aeruginosa, among other amino acids oxidizing 
enzymes, has been extensively characterized. The X-ray crystallographic and kinetic data have 
contributed to elucidate the mechanism of the reaction catalyzed by PaDADH as well as the role 
of some key residues of the active site. Previous data indicate that the protein-ligand interactions 
are retained in ʟ-amino acid oxidase (LAAO), pig kidney ᴅ-amino acid oxidase (pDAAO) and 
PaDADH (14). Thus, the data accumulated in PaDADH might be applicable to LAAO, pDAAO, 
and to other related flavin-dependent enzymes. Moreover, the steady-state kinetic investigations 
have shown that PaDADH is able to oxidize a variety of substrates (15). The enzyme is specific to 
the ᴅ-amino acids, and except ᴅ-aspartate, ᴅ-glutamate, and ᴅ-glycine, all standard ᴅ-amino acids 
are substrate of the enzyme to various extents (15). The selectivity and the broad substrate 
specificity of the enzyme may present in interest for the enantiomeric separation between D- and 
ʟ-amino acids. Furthermore, PaDADH may be used for the production of α-keto acids and 
ammonia. Understanding the chemical basis of the substrate specificity may be useful to produce 
novel biosynthetic chemicals. The poor or non-reactivity of dehydrogenases towards molecular 
oxygen remains an open question in modern enzymology and biochemistry (25). This should incite 
a collaborative work between engineers and enzymologists in the design of oxidases from 
dehydrogenases for a more profitable use of flavin-dependent dehydrogenases as biocatalysts. 
1.3 Kinetic Mechanism of PaDADH 
Various techniques have been used to probe the kinetic mechanism in ᴅ-arginine 
dehydrogenase. The steady-state mechanism and the reductive half-reaction mechanism, as well 
as the mechanism of the CN bond cleavage, were investigated in order to bring light on the 
mechanism of amine oxidation in PaDADH. 
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1.3.1 Steady-state Kinetic Mechanism 
Solvent viscosity effects alongside with the steady-state kinetic approaches were employed 
to elucidate the steady-state kinetic mechanism of ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase. The data are 
consistent with a ping-pong bi-bi mechanism as showed in (Scheme 1.2) (15).  Phenazine 
methosulfate (PMS) was used as the artificial electron acceptor to investigate the steady-state 
mechanism of the enzyme. The oxidized enzyme forms an enzyme-substrate complex 
(DADHox.S), upon binding with the substrate, followed by the reduction of the enzyme-bound 
flavin with concomitant oxidation of the substrate yielding the DADHred.P complex. The 
reductive-half reaction is achieved by the release of the corresponding imino-product from the 
reduced enzyme. The second substrate PMS binds to the reduced enzyme to form the 
DADHred.PMS complex initiating the oxidative half-reaction. The enzyme is then oxidized to 
form the DADHox.PMSH2 complex and turnover is achieved upon releasing the PMSH2 from the 
oxidized enzyme. A dead-end complex (DADHred.Arg) is formed at high concentration of ᴅ-
arginine with the reduced enzyme, producing inhibition of catalytic turnover, while the release of 
the product is partially rate limiting on kcat (15) 
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Scheme 1.2. Steady-state mechanism of PaDADH. DADHox, oxidized ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase; 
S, substrate; DADHred, reduced ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase; P, imino product; PMSH2, reduced 
phenazine methosulfate; Arg, ᴅ-arginine; k5 and k11 are shown as irreversible because initial rates 
are measured in the absence of products; k4, although shown, is close to zero as suggested by 
stopped-flow kinetic data (see text); k9 is shown as irreversible based on the oxidation-reduction 
potential of PMS/PMSH2 >FAD/FADH2, with values of +80 and -200 mV, respectively. Taken 
from reference (15) without author’s permission. 
 
1.3.2 Reductive Half-reaction 
The reductive half-reaction mechanism of ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase was investigated with 
ᴅ-leucine as substrate in a stopped-flow spectrophotometer. The reaction cannot be monitored with 
the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine, since 85-90 % of the reaction occurs in the mixing time of 
the stopped-flow, precluding the use of ᴅ-arginine to probe the reductive half-reaction (16). 
Several techniques, including substrate and solvent deuterium kinetic isotope effects, solvent 
viscosity and pH effects, alongside with molecular dynamics simulations, were used to study the 
mechanism of flavin reduction in PaDADH. The collected data are consistent with the kinetic 
mechanism displayed in Scheme 1.3 (16) 
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Scheme 1.3. Reductive half-reaction of PaDADH with ᴅ-leucine. E.DADox and E’.DADHox, 
oxidized enzymes; E.DADHred and E’.DADHred, reduced enzyme with anionic hydroquinone; SH, 
zwitterionic substrate; S-, anionic substrate; P, iminoproduct.  
 
The enzyme, upon binding with the substrate, forms the Michaelis-Menten complex (step a) and 
pH effects data showed that the enzyme binds preferentially to the protonated form of the substrate 
(16). This was supported by molecular dynamics simulations showing that the pKa of the ᴅ-leucine 
is increased from its solution value of 9.6 to a higher value when the substrate is bound to the 
active site pocket (16). Further evidence in support of this conclusion comes from the pH profiles 
studies on Kd  indicating small Kd values when an ionizable group with a pKa value of ~ 10.3 is 
protonated (16). Solvent viscosity studies showed an effect of increasing viscosity on the 
normalized  kcat/Km with ᴅ-leucine consistent with the isomerization of the Michealis-Menten 
forming the enzyme substrate-complex (step b); and amine oxidation is triggered by the 
deprotonation of the substrate amine group with concomitant transfer of a hydride to the enzyme 
bound-flavin (step c).  This conclusion was supported by the lack of observed transients during 
flavin reduction, showing that the enzyme is directly reduced to hydroquinone without stabilization 
of a flavin semiquinone (16). The enzyme-iminoleucine complex then isomerizes (step d); 
followed by the fast release of the imino-product from the reduced enzyme (step e), completing 
the reductive half-reaction. 
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1.3.3  The mechanism of CN bond cleavage 
The mechanism of the CN bond oxidation, as well as the timing of the CN and NH bound 
cleavage, has been investigated in PaDADH. Multiple deuterium kinetic isotope effects on the rate 
of flavin reduction established that CN and NH bond cleavage occur asynchronously in the wild-
type enzyme (16). The hydroxyl groups of Y53 and F249 are in hydrogen bonding distance to the 
substrate main chain (14). Y53 and Y249 have been mutated individually to phenylalanine residues 
to investigate the relative timing of the CN and CH bond cleavage in PaDADH (17). pH profiles 
studies on the reductive-half reaction of the Y53F and Y249F variant enzymes were consistent 
with a requirement of an unprotonated group for catalysis (17). All taken together, these data are 
consistent with three possible mechanisms for the CN bond oxidation which include carbanion, 
polar nucleophilic attack, and hydride transfer mechanism as shown in scheme 1.4 (17) 
 
Scheme 1.4. Possible Mechanisms for CN Bond Oxidation by PaDADH. Carbanion (a−c), 
Hydride Transfer (d and e), and Polar Nucleophilic Attack (f−h). Taken from reference (17) 
without author’s permission. 
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The rapid reaction kinetic data of the Y53F and Y249F variant enzymes suggest that CN 
and NH bonds are cleaved synchronously as opposed to an asynchronous process observed in the 
wild-type enzyme (16) due most likely to the perturbation of the relative timing of the CN and NH 
bond cleavage (17). The use of molecular simulations, substrate and solvent deuterium kinetic 
isotope effects, solvent viscosity and pH effects technique data provided further evidence for 
PaDADH proceeding through a hydride transfer mechanism (17, 30). A similar mechanism has 
been considered in sarcosine and ᴅ-amino acid oxidase (7), which belong to the same structural 
family as PaDADH. 
1.4 Role of Active Site Residues 
Several active site residues in ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase were studied through site directed 
mutagenesis. The investigation of these residues contributed to bringing more understanding of 
the mechanism of amine oxidation at the molecular level in PaDADH. 
1.4.1 E87 
The X-ray crystallographic data with iminoarginine bound to the active site pocket showed 
a strong ionic interaction between the guanidinium group of the iminoproduct and the side chain 
of E87, which are 2.5 Å away from each other (Figure 1.6) (14). Higher kcat/Km values were 
observed with the cationic substrates, ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine, suggesting a better positioning and 
orientation of these substrates due to their amenable interaction with E87 side chain  (14). In light 
of these observations along with the steady kinetic data, it was hypothesized that the negative side 
chain of E87 is responsible for the specificity of PaDADH toward positive side chain substrates, 
ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine (14). pH profile studies with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine as substrates showed 
two unprotonated groups with  pKa values ≥ 7.9 on kcat/Km and one pKa value on kcat, suggesting 
that one of the pKa values observed in kcat/Km is responsible for the binding of the cationic 
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substrates (18). E87 was replaced with leucine in order to investigate its role in the positioning and 
binding of cationic substrates. The pH profile studies of the E87L variant enzyme showed one pKa 
value on kcat/Km instead of two pKa values in the wild-type enzyme (18). These results demonstrate 
that the side chain of E87 is the group responsible for the binding of positive side chain substrates, 
ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine through an electrostatic interaction (Figure 1.6) (18). Similar important 
electrostatic interaction with an aspartate residue for specific binding of cationic substrates is also 
observed in trypsin (31, 32). The kcat pH-profile of the E87L variant enzyme with ᴅ-arginine as 
substrate exhibited a hollow. Previous studies showed that a hollowed pH profiles results from 
sticky substrates when the equilibration of the proton within an enzyme-substrate complex is not 
fast compared with other relevant kinetic steps (18). A hollowed pH profile yields three apparent 
pKa values with one intrinsic pKa value being responsible for the ionization of the group involved 
in catalysis and two other apparent pKa values related to the stickiness of both the  substrate and 
the proton within the enzyme-substrate complex (18). In contrast, in the wild-type enzyme, the kcat 
pH-profile with ᴅ-arginine did not show a hollow trend, consistent with the replacement of E87 
with leucine perturbing the optimal orientation of the substrate α-amino group that resulted in a 
slow proton release to the solvent from the protonated enzyme-substrate complex (18). It was 
concluded that the side chain of E87 contributes to orient the α-amino group of ᴅ-arginine in a 
catalytically productive position (18). A hollowed pH profile was also observed on kcat in 
tryptophan 2-mono-oxygenase (33, 34) 
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Figure 1.6. Active site of PaDADH in complex with E87. Carbon atoms are colored green for 
each of the PaDADH active site residues and magenta for iminoarginine. Ionic interactions are 
shown as dashed lines. IAR is iminoarginine. Taken from reference (18) without author’s 
permission. 
1.4.2 H48 
Previous studies in PaDADH demonstrated that the enzyme bound preferentially to the 
protonated form of the substrate (16). The pH profile studies on the rate of flavin reduction with 
ᴅ-leucine showed the requirement of an unprotonated group with a pKa of 9.5 for amine oxidation, 
suggesting the presence of an active site base responsible for the substrate α-amine proton 
deprotonation (16). The three dimensional structure of PaDADH underlined the interaction of the 
substrate α-amine with the side chain of H48 via two water molecules, suggesting that H48 may 
be the catalytic base involved in the abstraction of the substrate α-amine proton (Figure 1.6) (14). 
H48 was mutated to phenylalanine to probe whether H48 acts as the active site base (18). In the 
H48F variant enzyme, the pH profiles on both kcat and kcat/Km still displayed the requirement of an 
unprotonated group for optimum catalysis (18), excluding H48 as the active site base. A restricted 
proton movement in catalysis was observed in the H48F mutant enzyme with ᴅ-arginine as 
substrate due to the presence of a hollowed pH profile on kcat (18, 35). This indicate that the 
configuration the H48 side chain with the two water molecules is important for an optimal 
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positioning of the substrate α-amino group in PaDADH, preventing a slow release of the proton 
into the solvent from the enzyme-substrate complex (Figure 1.6) (18)  
 
Figure 1.7. Interactions of iminoarginine with active site residues of PaDADH. Carbon atoms are 
colored green for each of the PaDADH active site residues and magenta for iminoarginine. FAD 
is represented by its isoalloxazine ring with the C atoms colored yellow. H-bond and ionic 
interactions are shown as dashed lines. Two water molecules in the binding site are shown as red 
spheres. Taken from Reference (18) without author’s permission. 
 
1.4.3 Y53 and Y249 
The active site pocket of PaDADH in complex with either iminoarginine or iminohistidine 
showed that the orientation  of Y53 is suitable for the abstraction of the substrate α-amino proton 
(Figure 1.8) (14). Y53 is located in a mobile loop that adopts two different conformations 
depending on the presence of the ligand in the active site pocket (14). The side chain of Y53 moves 
away in the ligand-free conformation from the active site pocket, while in the product-bound 
conformation the hydroxyl group of Y53 moves closer to the active site pocket and makes 
hydrogen bond interaction with the iminoproduct carboxylate group (14). Based on these 
observations from the X-ray crystallographic data, Y53 was considered to control the substrate 
entrance and the product release from the active site (14, 15).  
The side chain of Y249 forms polar interaction with the main chain of the iminoproduct 
(14). Y249 and Y53 including M240 and V242 form an hydrophobic wall suitable for a productive 
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binding and orientation of long unbranched cationic side chain substrates like ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-
lysine (14). Due to the close proximity of the Y249 with the substrate carboxylate moiety, it was 
suggested that Y249 is the group that required protonation for optimal substrate binding (14). Y53 
and Y249 were mutated individually to phenylalanine to probe the role of their side chain in 
binding and catalysis (17). The kinetic data on the Y53F and Y249F variant enzymes demonstrated 
that neither Y53 nor Y249 act as the catalytic base in PaDADH (17). These conclusions were 
supported by the pH profiles  studies on the rate of flavin reduction displaying limiting values, kred 
and pKa values for Y53 and Y249 not significantly different from the wild-type values (17). 
Moreover, the side chain of Y249 was shown not to play a major role in substrate binding, despite 
its suitable position in the active site pocket shown by similar steady-state kinetic parameters 
compared to the wild-type enzyme (17).  In the Y53F and Y249F variant enzymes, flavin reduction 
was reversible compared to the wild-type enzyme, where flavin reduction is irreversible (16, 17). 
The reversible flavin reduction observed in the variant enzymes was suggested as a result of 
perturbing the driving force that controls flavin reduction upon removal of the hydroxyl groups of 
the tyrosine residues in the active site of the enzyme (17). 
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Figure 1.8. Active site of PaDADH in complex with iminoarginine, Y53 and Y249. Carbon atoms 
are colored green for each of the PaDADH active site residues and magenta for iminoarginine. 
FAD is represented by its isoalloxazine ring with the C atoms colored yellow. H-bond and ionic 
interactions are shown as dashed lines.  
1.5 Ser/Ala Switch in PaDADH 
 PaDADH is defined as a true dehydrogenase due to its non-reactivity with molecular oxygen 
and its electron acceptor remains unknown (3, 6). The enzyme has been characterized 
mechanistically and the role of many residues in the active site has been elucidated. S45-A46 
peptidyl region, located at the si face of the FAD ring, adopts two conformations corresponding to 
the ligand-free and product-bound conformations (Figure 1.9) (14). In the ligand-free 
conformation the side chain of A46 points away from the FAD and the hydroxyl group of S45 
forms a hydrogen bound interaction with the second carbon hydroxyl group of the ribityl group of 
the FAD. In the product bound conformation the side chain of S45 points away from the FAD ring 
and the side chain of A46 approaches closer to the FAD (14). This structural change is known as 
Ser/Ala switch and A46 is conserved in several flavin-dependent enzymes and correspond to G52 
in yeast ᴅ-amino acid oxidase, and G48 in ʟ-proline dehydrogenase (13, 36-39). Furthermore, 
replacement of the structurally equivalent residue, A113, in ʟ-galactono-γ-lactone dehydrogenase 
with glycine increased the reactivity of the reduced flavin of ~400 times with molecular oxygen 
(39). Based on these observation, it was hypothesized that the side chain of A46 may prevent 
oxygen from reaching the isoalloxazine ring of the FAD (15). Moreover, the Ser/Ala switch is also 
located in the same loop as Y53, which is considered to control substrate entrance and product 
release in PaDADH (14, 15), suggesting that the Ser/Ala switch may play an important role in 
substrate binding and product release. 
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Figure 1.9. Conformational flexibility of PaDADH of loop L1. (A) Ligand-free conformation and 
(B) product-bound conformation. S45 and A46 in blue, the FAD ring is in yellow. Loop L1 and 
Y53 are in orange. IAR represent the iminoproduct and hydrogen bound is represented by dashed 
lines. 
 
 In flavin-dependent dehydrogenases it has been shown that the superoxide ion is typically 
formed (40, 41). The superoxide ion is formed through a transfer of an electron from the reduced 
flavin to molecular oxygen (25). After the formation of the superoxide ion, the radical pair may 
follow several reaction pathways including its dissociation to produce oxygen radicals or proceeds 
to a second electron transfer to form hydrogen peroxide and oxidized flavin (25, 40, 42). Pig ᴅ-
amino acid oxidase (pDAAO), which operates the same type of reaction as PaDADH, shares 
similar protein-ligand interactions (14). When the three-dimensional structure of pDAAO is 
overlaid with the one of PaDADH, S45 occupies the space occupied by A48 in pDAAO, as shown 
in Figure 1.10. The S45 residue is located at the opposite site of the substrate binding pocket in a 
flexible loop, which is conserved in both enzymes. The side chain of S45 is close to the hydrophilic 
region of the flavin and less than 5 Å away from the N(1) and C(4a) locus of the FAD moiety. It 
was shown that a non-polar environment is important for oxygen reactivity in flavin-dependent 
enzymes (41). Based on this conclusion, it was hypothesized that the hydroxyl group of S45 may 
increase the polarity of the active site, hindering oxygen reaction with the reduced flavin in 
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PaDADH. Furthermore, the electronegativity of the S45 hydroxyl group may also exert a repulsive 
force interaction with the superoxide ion, preventing its formation, which is important for the 
oxidation of the reduce flavin. 
 
Figure 1.10. Structural comparison of PaDADH and pDAAO. ᴅ-arginine 
dehydrogenase/Iminoarginie (orange) and pig kidney ᴅ-amino acid oxidase/Iminotryptophan 
(green). The S45 OH group (red) residue in PaDAH is replaced with A46 (green) in pDAAO.  
 
1.6 Importance of I335 proximal to the N(1)-C(2) locus of the FAD 
 In most flavin-dependent enzymes that react with oxygen, the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus is 
occupied by a positive charge entity (41).  This positive entity can be a partially charged N-terminal 
end of an α-helix or a cluster of peptide nitrogen (21, 43 ), or a fully charged lysine or an arginine 
side chain (43-49). A positive charge at this position is considered to stabilize the anionic form of 
the reduced flavin, which is common in oxidases but not in dehydrogenases (41). Thus, a positive 
entity at the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the flavin is shown to be important for oxygen reactivity in 
flavin-dependent enzymes (25, 41). In Glucose oxidase the oxygen reactivity studies showed that 
protonation of H516 side chain at the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the flavin is important for oxygen 
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activation (50). In choline oxidase this positive charge is provided by the product ammonium group 
in the enzyme-catalyzed reaction (40) 
In ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase, the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the flavin is occupied by and 
hydrophobic side chain residue, I335 as showed in Figure 1.11. Previous studies based on X-ray 
crystallographic data proposed that lack of oxygen reactivity in PaDADH is likely caused by the 
absence of a positive charge in proximity of the C(4a) and N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the flavin (15). 
Despite the availability of mechanistic and structural data on many flavin-dependent enzymes, 
oxidases and dehydrogenases, there is no general consensus on the features that provide flavin-
dependent enzymes the ability to react with molecular oxygen (25).   
 
Figure 1.11. Position of I335 in PaDADH. The active site residues are represented in green. The 
FAD ring is in yellow and the iminoproduct (IAR) is in magenta. 
1.7 Specific Goals 
ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase, being a true dehydrogenase, does not react with molecular 
oxygen and its physiological electron acceptor is still unknown. This biocatalyst has the interesting 
ability to catalyze the oxidative deamination of a wide range of ᴅ-amino acids to their 
corresponding α-keto acids. As a result, PaDADH may have potential industrial applications, 
including the production of α-keto acids from ᴅ-amino acids for patients with chronic uremia and 
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the separation of ᴅ/ʟ amino acids mixtures to the enantiomerically pure ʟ form. One of the major 
issues for PaDADH to have a biotechnological impact is due to the fact that the enzyme could not 
be reoxidized by molecular oxygen. For this reason, the aim of the thesis presented herein is to 
investigate the possibilities to enable the enzyme to use molecular oxygen as the electron acceptor 
and to further study the structural stability and the enzymatic properties of the enzyme. I335 and 
Ser/Ala switch have been hypothesized to play a role in oxygen reactivity in PaDADH. Moreover, 
the Ser/Ala was also proposed to participate in the catalytic properties of the enzyme; thus, I335, 
A46, and S45 were mutated to histidine, glycine, and alanine, respectively and individually, 
through site-directed mutagenesis. Rapid kinetics, pH profiles, UV-visible absorbance, and steady-
state kinetics were employed to investigate the roles of these residues in oxygen reactivity, the 
structural stability, catalysis, substrate specificity, as well as flavin reactivity in PaDADH. The 
results of these studies are presented in the second chapter, along with the mechanistic 
interpretations of the role played by S45, A46 and I335 in the enzymatic oxidation of ᴅ-amino 
acids oxidation by PaDADH. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
MECHANISTIC INVESTIGATION OF A46G, S45A and I335H VARIANT ENZYMES 
IN PaDADH 
2.1 Introduction 
Flavin-dependent enzymes are well-known for their ability to catalyze a wide range of 
reactions giving them the notoriety to be involved in many cellular processes (1-6).  One unsolved 
problem remains the understanding of the structural and chemical basis of oxygen reactivity in 
flavin-dependent enzymes. ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase from pseudomonas aeruginosa (PaDADH) 
is a flavin-dependent enzyme catalyzing the oxidative deamination of ᴅ-arginine to 2-ketoarginine 
and ammonia (7-9). In contrast to flavin oxidase enzymes, PaDADH does not use molecular 
oxygen as an electron acceptor to oxidize the reduced flavin, and its physiological electron 
acceptor is still unknown (8). All ᴅ-amino acids except aspartate, glutamate and glycine are 
substrates for the enzyme (8). PaDADH displays the highest, kcat/Km with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-lysine 
with values of 105-106 M-1s-1 (8, 9). ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase due to its broad substrate specificity 
may be an important biocatalyst for industrial and pharmaceutical applications to produce α-keto 
acids from ᴅ-amino acids for patients with chronic uremia and to separate ᴅ/ʟ amino acids mixture 
into an enantiomeric ʟ form. A major obstacle that prevents PaDADH from having a successful 
application in biotechnology is the fact that its electron acceptor is still unknown. Flavin-dependent 
oxidases that use molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor have a successful use in biotechnology. 
Previous studies based on X-ray crystallographic data, molecular simulations and site-directed 
mutagenesis provided insights on the reactivity of molecular oxygen in flavin-dependent enzymes. 
One of the most important features in oxygen-using enzymes is the presence of a positive entity at 
the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the isoalloxazine ring of the flavin (10) to stabilize the negative charge 
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of the reduced flavin at this position (10-19). The stabilization of the negative charge is important 
to activate molecular oxygen to superoxide ion as shown in Figure 2.1 (10). It was also shown that 
in most dehydrogenase enzymes the superoxide is formed (10, 20). Furthermore, electrostatic 
interactions and the polarity of the active site pocket are also important to allow oxygen reactivity. 
In acyl-CoA dehydrogenase and cytokinin dehydrogenase enzymes, binding of hydrophobic 
groups eliminate oxygen reactivity (1). It was also shown that in solution the polarity of the 
environment affect the redox state of the oxygen-superoxide couple and it can be decreased by 
hundreds of mV in aprotic solvents (21). On the basis of these observations it was proposed that a 
nonpolar environment is important for molecular oxygen to react with the reduced flavin (10). 
Another element crucial for oxygen reactivity is the accessibility of oxygen to the reactive site of 
the flavin. It has been shown that oxygen diffuses into a particular site close to the C(4a) locus of 
the flavin through multiple pathways (22-29). These conclusions were established by mutation of 
residues shown by molecular dynamics simulations to exert a gating effect that prevent molecular 
oxygen to reach the flavin (30). A successful result was obtained in ʟ-galactono-γ-lactone 
dehydrogenase where A113 close to the N(5)-C(4a) locus of the flavin was mutated to a glycine 
(31). In this case, the mutation converted the enzyme from a dehydrogenase (poorly reacting with 
oxygen) to an oxidase (31). In aryl-alcohol oxidase the replacement of phenylalanine with alanine 
resulted in a ~120 fold decrease on the rate of flavin oxidation while replacement of the same 
residue with tryptophan resulted in a ~2 fold increase in the rate of flavin oxidation (32). These 
results showed that oxygen must not be hampered from reaching the active site and a more 
confined and hydrophobic environment around the flavin is important to guide and position oxygen 
for the reaction with the reduced flavin (30). 
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In PaDADH, the side chain of A46 was proposed to prevent oxygen from reaching the 
C(4a) atom of the flavin (9). A46 residue is conserved in different flavin-dependent enzymes and 
corresponds to G52 in yeast ᴅ-amino acid oxidase, and G48 in ʟ-proline dehydrogenase (31, 33-
36). Furthermore in PaDADH, A46 and S45 adopt two conformations known as the Ser/Ala 
switch, located in the same loop as Y53, which has been proposed to act as an active side lid to 
control substrate entrance and product release, suggesting that the switch may play a role in 
substrate binding and catalysis in PaDADH (9, 37). The side chain of I335 is ~ 3.8 Å away from 
the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the FAD ring and located on the opposite site with respect to the 
substrate binding pocket. Thus, it was hypothesized that the lack of oxygen reactivity may be due 
to the absence of a positive entity at this position to activate molecular oxygen (9).  PaDADH and 
Pig ᴅ-amino-acid oxidase (pDAAO), which catalyzes the same type of reaction, share similar 
protein-ligand interactions (37). The structural comparison of PaDADH with pDAAO showed that 
the S45-A47 peptidyl region is conserved but the S45 residue is replaced by A48 in pDAAO. The 
side chain of S45 is located less than 5 Å away from the N(1)-C(4a) locus of the flavin on the 
opposite site of the substrate binding pocket. This suggests that the hydroxyl group of S45 may 
prevent the formation of the superoxide ion (10, 20) through electrostatic interaction and removal 
of its OH group may contribute to enhance the hydrophobicity environment around the flavin.  
In this study, site-directed mutagenesis was used to remove an obstruction that potentially 
blocks oxygen from reaching the reactive center of the flavin (A46G variant enzyme); to provide 
polar group close to the N(1)-C2)=O2 locus of the flavin (I335H variant enzyme); and to alleviate 
any electrostatic interaction with the superoxide ion and increase hydrophobicity around the flavin 
reactive center ( S45A variant enzyme). Rapid reaction kinetics, pH profiles and UV-visible 
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absorption spectroscopy were also used to investigate the roles of these residues in the structural 
stability, catalysis and substrate binding in PaDADH.  
2.2 Experimental procedures 
Materials. Escherichia coli Rosetta(DE3)pLysS was puchased from Novagen (Madison, 
WI). The QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit was obtained from Qiagen (Valencia, CA), and the 
QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit was from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). Oligonucleotides 
for site-directed mutagenesis and sequencing of the mutant genes were purhased from Sigma 
Genosys (The Woodlands, TX). ᴅ-Arginine and phenazine methosulfate (PMS) were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St.Louis, MO). ᴅ-Leucine was obtained from Alfa Aesar, and ᴅ-leucine d10 
was obtained from CDN isotopes. Deuterium oxide (99.9%) was purchased from Cambridge 
Isotope Laboratories, Inc. (Andover, MA). All other reagents used were obtained at the highest 
purity commercially available.  
Site-directed mutagenesis, expression and purification. The variant enzymes I335H, S45A 
and A46G were generated by mutagenic polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The plasmid 
pET20b(+)/PA3863 harboring the wild-type gene (dauA) encoding for ᴅ-arginine dehydrogenase 
was used as template. The forward primer for S45A was 
5’CACTCCACCGGCCGCGCCGCCGCGCACTACAC-3’, A46G was 5’-
TCCACCGGCCGCTCCGGCGCGCACTACACGGTGGC-3’ and that for I335H was 5’-
CAGGGCGGCTACGGTCACCAGACCTCGGCGGCG-3’. The underlined portions on the 
oligonucleotides represent the mutated sites. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed as per the 
manufacturer’s instructions using the QuickChange kit. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added 
at a final concentration of 5 % to ensure proper separation of the double-stranded DNA template. 
Each mutation was confirmed through sequencing the gene using an Applied Biosystems Big Dye 
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Kit on an Applied Biosystems model ABI377 DNA sequencer, at the DNA Core Facility of 
Georgia State University. Rosetta(DE3)pLysS cells were transformed via heat shock. All steps of 
protein expression and purification were conducted at 4 °C using the published (15) 
Steady-state kinetics. The steady-state kinetic parameters with ᴅ-leucine or ᴅ-arginine were 
determined in an oxygen electrode by using the method of initial rates. PaDADH is a true 
dehydrogenase and does not react with O2; hence, PMS was used as an artificial electron acceptor, 
which spontaneously reacts in its reduced form with molecular oxygen. The reaction was initiated 
by the addition of the enzyme, with final concentrations ranging from 5 nM to 10 µM depending 
on pH and the substrate used, yielding a reaction volume of 1 mL. Substrate concentrations ranged 
from 0.01-300 mM for ᴅ-arginine and from 0.2-100 mM for ᴅ-leucine, ensuring that the Km values 
determined were within the range of substrate concentrations used at any given pH. The enzymatic 
assays were carried out at 25 oC in 20 mM sodium phosphate or 20 mM piperazine depending on 
the pH range studied.  Substrate solutions were prepared in buffer and the pH values were adjusted 
prior to addition to the reaction mixtures. The concentration of PMS was kept fixed at 1 mM to 
ensure full saturation of the enzyme since Km value for PMS is ~ 10 µM (37). 
Extinction coefficients. The determination of the extinction coefficient of S45, A46 and 
I335H variant enzymes was carried out by incubating the enzyme with 4 mM urea in 20 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.0, at 40 oC. The enzyme was first gel-filtered using a PD-10 column to remove the salts 
and any unbound flavin. The spectrum of the enzyme bound-flavin was first measured prior to the 
addition of the denaturant. The spectra of the enzyme bound-flavin with the denaturant were taken 
every 15 minutes to ensure complete denaturation of the enzyme. The extinction coefficient of the 
variant enzymes was calculated from the one of the free FAD (11.8 cm-1mM-1). 
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Reductive half-reaction. The reductive half-reactions were performed in an SF-61DX2 Hi-
Tech KinetAsyst performance stopped-flow spectrophotometer at 25 oC. With all the variant 
enzymes more than 50 % of the reaction occur in the mixing time of the stopped-flow with ᴅ-
arginine, precluding the use of ᴅ-arginine to investigate the reductive half-reaction of the enzymes. 
Thus, ᴅ-leucine, a slower substrate was used instead. For the substrate kinetic isotope effects 
(KIEs) and buffers preparations, the previous published protocols applied for the wild-type enzyme 
were used (16). The concentrations of the substrate, ᴅ-leucine ranged from 0.1-60 mM and the 
concentration the enzyme used ~ 10 µM in order to ensure pseudo-first-order kinetic conditions. 
The reductive half-reaction with the I335H variant enzyme was carried out in presence of 
atmospheric oxygen. When the reductive half-reaction of the S45A and A46G variant enzymes 
was carried out in an aerobic condition, the anionic hydroquinone, which is the fully reduced form 
of the flavin observed in the wild-type enzyme (38) was not formed. Thus, flavin reduction in the 
S45A and S45A variant enzymes was carried out in an anaerobic condition where the anionic 
hydroquinone was observed.  
Data analysis. Kinetic data were fit with the KaleidaGraph software (Synergy Software, 
Reading, PA) and the Kinetic Studio Software Suite Enzfitter (Hi-Tech Scientific, Bradford on 
Avon, U.K). The Time-resolved flavin reductions were fit to eqs 1 and 2 describing single and 
double exponential processes respectively for flavin reduction. 
A = Bexp(−𝑘obst) + C                                                                                                                              (1)  
A = B1exp(−𝑘obs1t) + B2exp(−𝑘obs2t) + C                                                                                      (2) 
Here kobs, kobs1 and kobs2 are the first-order rate constants for the reduction of the enzyme-bound 
flavin at any given concentration of the substrate associated with the absorption changes at 445 
nm, A represents the absorbance at 445 nm at any given time, B, B1 and B2 are the amplitudes of 
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the absorption changes, t is the time and C is the absorbance at infinite time, which accounts for 
the non-zero absorbance of the fully reduced enzyme-bound flavin. 
The kinetic parameters of the reductive half-reaction were determined by using eq 3, which 
defines a hyperbolic trend. 
𝑘obs =
𝑘redS
𝐾d
app
+ S
                                                                                                                                    (3) 
Here kobs is the observed first-order rate constant for the reduction of the enzyme-bound flavin at 
any given substrate concentration (S), kred is the limiting first-order rate constant for flavin 
reduction at saturating substrate concentrations, and appKd is the apparent equilibrium constant for 
dissociation of the enzyme-substrate complex into free substrate and enzyme.  
The pH-dependence on the kred values were fit using eq 4. 
log(𝑘red ) = log
𝑘red(lim)
1 + 10(p𝐾a−pH)
                                                                                                              (4) 
Here kred(lim) represents the limiting pH-independent value for flavin reduction at high pH and pKa 
is the  apparent value for the ionization of a group that must be unprotonated for flavin reduction. 
The apparent steady-state kinetic parameters determined at varying substrate 
concentrations were calculated by using Michaelis-Menten equation for a single substrate. The 
wild-type enzyme from previous studies demonstrate a Bi-Bi steady-state kinetic mechanism for 
ᴅ-arginine or ᴅ-histidine with a Km value for PMS ~ 10 µM. Assuming that the mutant enzyme 
undergoes the same mechanism, the apparent steady-state kinetic parameters of the variant 
enzymes with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-leucine as substrates approximate well the true kcat, kcat/Km and Km 
values when these parameters were determined at a fixed saturating concentration of 1 mM PMS. 
The pH-profiles of the kcat/Km  values for ᴅ-arginine with the A46G and I335H variant 
enzymes were fit to eq 5, which describes a curve that increases with increasing pH with slope of 
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+2, a limiting value (C) at high pH and two indistinguishable pKa values. The pH profiles of the 
kcat values with A46G, I335H and S45A variant enzymes with ᴅ-leucine were fit to eq 6, which 
describes a curve that increases with increasing pH with slope of +1 and a limiting value (C) at 
high pH. 
log(𝑘cat 𝐾m⁄ ) = log
C
1 + 10(p𝐾a−pH)2
                                                                                                     (5) 
log(𝑘cat ,   𝑘cat 𝐾m⁄ ) = log
C
1 + 10(p𝐾a−pH)
                                                                                           (6) 
The pH-profiles of the kcat /Km  and kcat for ᴅ-arginine with the S45A variant enzyme were 
fit to eq 7, which describes  a curve that increases with increasing pH to a limiting value (C) to 
yield three pH dependent terms containing a hollow that is defined by β = 1 + k3/k2 and Kα = 
(k1/k7)(1+k8/k5)K1 (Scheme 2.1). Here, pKe is the intrinsic pKa value for either kcat, or kcat/Km, β 
reflects the stickiness of the substrate or the product, and Kα describes the relative rates of the 
kinetic steps associated with the ESH+ complex equilibrium (39) 
log(𝑘cat ,   𝑘cat 𝐾m⁄ ) = log
C ∗  (1 + 10(p𝐾α−pH))
1 + 10(p𝐾e−pH)(1 + 10(βp𝐾α−pH))
                                                        (7) 
Substrate and product stickiness were computed using eq 9. 
Δp𝐾a = log(1 +  CX)
∗                               (8) 
*CX =  Cvf =  
𝑘3
𝑘5
 or CX =  Cf =  
𝑘3
𝑘2
 
Here ΔpKa represents the difference between the apparent and the intrinsic pKa values 
2.3 Results 
Purification of A46G, I335H and S45A variant enzymes. The enzyme were expressed and 
purified to high levels using the same protocol described previously in the wild-type enzyme (9). 
Since the cofactor is non-covalently bound to the enzyme, 10% glycerol was added in each step 
starting from cell lysis to the storage buffer to increase protein stability. The purity of A46G, I335H 
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and S45A variant enzymes was testified by SDS-PAGE analysis. The UV-visible absorption 
spectra of the three variant enzymes was determined to compare and contrast with the wild-type 
enzymes (Figure 2.2) 
kcat/Km and kcat pH-profiles of the A46G variant enzyme. The pH-dependence of the steady-
state kinetic parameters for the A46G variant enzyme on kcat/Km and kcat were determined using ᴅ-
arginine or ᴅ-leucine as substrates to investigate the effect of replacement of A46 by glycine on 
the ionizable groups involved in binding and catalysis. As shown in Figure 2.3, the kcat pH-profile 
with ᴅ-arginine increased with increasing pH and reached a limiting value at high pH, defining the 
requirement for an unprotonated group for catalysis. The pH-profile on kcat with ᴅ-leucine was not 
determined since A46G could not be saturated with ᴅ-leucine.  
Both the kcat/Km pH-profiles with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-leucine increased with increasing pH 
and reached limiting values at high pH. In the case of ᴅ-arginine the limb showed the requirement 
of two unprotonated groups rather than a single group seen with ᴅ-leucine. The pH-independent, 
limiting values of kcat/Km and kcat and the pKa values determined with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-leucine of 
the A46G variant enzyme are summarized in Table 2.1. 
kcat/Km and kcat pH-profiles of the I335H variant enzyme. The pH-dependence of the steady-
state kinetic parameters for the I335H variant enzyme on kcat/Km and kcat were determined with ᴅ-
arginine or ᴅ-leucine as substrates to investigate the effect on relevant ionizable groups involved 
in binding and catalysis due the mutation. Both the kcat pH-profiles with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-leucine 
increased with increasing pH and reached limiting values at high pH, defining the requirement of 
a single unprotonated group for catalysis (Figure 2.4).  
The kcat/Km pH-profiles with both substrates (Figure 2.4) showed similar trends as the one 
observed in the A46G variant enzyme with the requirement of two unprotonated group for ᴅ-
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arginine and a single group for ᴅ-leucine. Table 2.1 summarizes the pH-independent, limiting 
values of kcat/Km and kcat and the pKa values determined with ᴅ-arginine and ᴅ-leucine of the I335H 
variant enzyme. 
kcat/Km and kcat pH-profiles of the S45A variant enzyme. The pH-dependence of the steady-
state kinetic parameters of the S45A variant enzyme on kcat/Km and kcat were determined with ᴅ-
arginine or ᴅ-leucine as substrates to establish the impact of the mutation on the ionization of 
groups involved in binding and catalysis. The kcat/Km and kcat pH-profiles with ᴅ-arginine as 
substrate increased with increasing pH and reached a limiting value at high pH and display a 
hollow with three pH-dependent terms (Figure 2.5). In contrast, the pH-profile on kcat/Km with ᴅ-
leucine showed a similar trend as the A46G and the I335H variant enzymes with the requirement 
of a single unprotonated group (Figure 2.5). The pH-profile on kcat with ᴅ-leucine was not 
determined as in the case of A46G variant enzyme since the enzyme could not be saturated with 
ᴅ-leucine. The pH-independent, limiting values of kcat/Km and kcat and the pKa values determined 
with ᴅ-arginine are summarized in Table 2.2 and the pH-independent, limiting values of kcat/Km 
and the pKa values determined with ᴅ-leucine are summarized in Table 2.1. 
kred pH-profiles of the I335H variant enzyme. The pH-dependence of kred was determined 
to investigate the effect of H335 side chain on relevant groups involve in the rate of flavin 
reduction. The rate of flavin reduction with ᴅ-arginine was too fast, with ≥ 50% of the reaction 
occurring within the mixing time of the stopped-flow spectrophotometer (i.e., 2.2 ms), precluding 
the use of ᴅ-arginine to investigate the reductive half-reaction in I335H. Similar results were also 
observed in the Y53F and Y249F variants enzymes with ˃ 80 % of reaction occurring within the 
mixing time of the instrument with ᴅ-arginine as substrate (39). Thus, ᴅ-leucine, a slower substrate 
was used to investigate the reductive half-reaction. The rate of flavin reduction was monitored 
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between pH 7.5 to 10.0 by following the absorbance changes at 445 nm under pseudo-first order 
conditions upon mixing ~10 µM of I335H variant enzyme with 0.1 to 15 mM ᴅ-leucine.  For all 
probed pH values, the UV-visible absorption spectrum displayed the formation of the anionic 
flavin hydroquinone at the end of flavin reduction (Figure 2.6. A inset). From pH 7.5 to 8.0 the 
stopped-flow traces were best fit with a single exponential process and the observed rate constants 
for the fast phase were hyperbolically dependent on ᴅ-leucine concentration. At pH ≥ 8.5 the 
stopped-flow traces were best fit with a double exponential process with a small and slow phase 
independent of the reducing substrate concentration.  At any pH, the observed rate constant of 
flavin reduction for the single exponential process and the fast phase for the double exponential 
process displayed saturation kinetics, defining limiting rate constants for flavin reduction (kred) at 
saturating concentration for ᴅ-leucine. At all pH values studied, the saturation curves were best fit 
with extrapolation to the origin, consistent with flavin reduction being irreversible in I335H 
(Figure 2.6 B). The kred pH-profile increased with increasing pH and reached a limiting value at 
high pH, defining a single unprotonated group for flavin reduction (Figure 2.7). An apparent pKa 
value of ~9.5 and a limiting value of ~33 s-1 were determined. In comparison, a pKa value of 9.6 
and a limiting value of 133 s-1 were determined for the wild-type enzyme (38). 
Dkred pH effects of the I335H variant enzyme. The substrate KIEs on kred was measured at 
different pH values ranging from 8.0 to 10.0 with ᴅ-leucine and ᴅ-leucine-d10 to probe the status 
of the CH bond cleavage and to establish whether the pKa value of 9.5 observed in the reductive 
half-reaction is an intrinsic value. Flavin reduction was studied by following the absorption 
changes at 445 nm in the stopped-flow spectrophotometer at varying concentration with the two 
substrates. The Dkred is obtained by computing the ratio of the kred values determined from the 
saturation curves of the observed rate constant for flavin reduction determined with both protiated 
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and deuterated substrates. The Dkred values were pH independent displaying an average value of 
4.7 ± 0.2, which is similar to the previous value of 5.1 ± 0.1 determined with the wild-type enzyme 
(38). The pH independence on Dkred is consistent with the pKa value of 9.5 for flavin reduction 
being intrinsic since ᴅ-leucine is a slow substrate where apparent and intrinsic pKa values 
correspond to the same value (39). The values of the Dkred determined at different pH values are 
illustrated in Table 2.3. 
Reductive half-reaction of A46G and S45A variant enzymes. The reductive-half-reaction 
of the A46G and S45A variant enzymes was investigated to determine the effect of replacing A46 
and S45 side chain by glycine and alanine respectively in amine oxidation. Upon mixing the A46G 
or S45A variant enzymes with ᴅ-leucine in aerobic condition, the stopped-flow traces displayed a 
stationary phase and the anionic hydroquinone, the fully reduced form of the flavin was not formed 
(Figure 2.8 A and B, blue lines). In contrast, when the same experiment was carried out in 
anaerobic condition the stopped-flow traces yielded a single exponential process with no stationary 
phase and the anionic form of the flavin was observed as in case of the wild-type enzyme (Figure 
2.8 A and B, black lines) (38). Thus, flavin reduction of the A46G or S45A variant enzymes was 
monitored in anaerobic condition at pH 10.0 at varying concentration of ᴅ-leucine. The absorption 
changes of the stopped-flow traces displaced a single exponential process for the A46G variant 
(Figure 2.9 A) and a double exponential process with the S45A variant with the slow phase 
independent of the reducing substrate concentration. Figure 2.9 B shows the observed rate constant 
of flavin reduction as function of ᴅ-leucine concentration. The enzyme could not be saturated with 
the reducing substrate and only kred/Kd values were determined with both variant enzymes. The 
kred/Kd values were 100 ± 2 M
-1 s-1 and 90 ± 1 M-1 s-1 for the A46G and S45A variant enzymes 
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respectively. In comparison kred/Kd value of 14,000 ± 10 M
-1 s-1 was previously determined at pH 
10.0 and 25 oC in the wild-type enzyme (38). 
2.4 Discussions 
The mechanism of flavin reactivity with molecular oxygen is one of the most studied subjects in 
enzymology and cofactor chemistry (1, 20, 30). Previous studies based on X-ray crystallographic 
data have tried to provide answers on the challenging subject for the non-reactivity of ᴅ-arginine 
dehydrogenase toward molecular oxygen. These studies proposed several issues that may prevent 
PaDADH from reacting with molecular oxygen, including the absence of a positive charge around 
the N(1)-C(2)=O2 locus of the flavin and the lack of space for oxygen to reach the reactive center 
of the flavin (9, 37). In light of these propositions A46, I335, and S45 were mutated to histidine, 
glycine, and alanine, respectively and individually, through site-directed mutagenesis to address 
and alleviate the enigmatic issue of the non-reactivity of PaDADH toward oxygen. The effect of 
the mutation on the variant enzymes were also studied through steady-state, rapid reaction kinetic 
and UV-visible absorption techniques to investigates the roles of A46, I335 and S45 in binding 
and catalysis. 
The overall three-dimensional structure of the variant enzymes A46G, I335H and S45A 
are not significantly affected by the mutations. Evidence supporting this conclusion comes from 
the UV-visible spectroscopic studies. The UV-visible absorption spectra of the three variants 
enzymes are not significantly different from the wild-type enzyme. Further evidence in support of 
this conclusion comes from the steady-state kinetic parameters, which showed an increase on the 
turn over number, kcat of about 2 fold in the A46G and S45A variant enzymes and less than 10 fold 
decrease in the I335H variant enzyme with the physiological substrate ᴅ-arginine with respect to 
the wild-type enzyme. In agreement with this conclusion, the rate of substrate affinity, kcat/Km with 
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ᴅ-arginine is also less than 10 fold lower in all the variant enzymes in comparison to the native 
enzyme values. A small increase in the extinction coefficients and a slight hypsochromic and 
bathochromic shift were observed respectively in I335H and S45A variant enzymes in the 350 
absorption peak of the flavin. These small changes with respect to the wild-type enzyme are most 
likely due to the perturbation of the polarity around the hydrophilic region of the isoalloxazine ring 
of the flavin by the mutations (40, 41). 
Mutations of A46, I335 and S45 respectively to glycine, histidine and alanine did not 
confer oxidase activity to PaDADH. This conclusion is supported by the oxygen reactivity tests 
carried out in the oxygen electrode, which showed no oxygen consumption upon mixing the variant 
enzymes with ᴅ-arginine in absence of the artificial electron acceptor, PMS. However, the A46G 
and S45A variant enzymes could not be fully reduced in the stopped-flow spectrophotometer when 
these enzymes were mixed against ᴅ-leucine in the presence of oxygen. The stopped-flow data for 
the variant enzymes in the presence of oxygen showed a stationary phase lasting for about 0.5 
seconds and taking more than 10 minutes to approach a fully reduced state. In contrast, when the 
same experiments were carried out in absence of oxygen, the stopped-flow traces displayed a 
single exponential process for the A46G variant enzyme and a double exponential process for the 
S45A variant enzyme without a presence of a stationary phase. In the anaerobic condition, flavin 
reduction is completed within 10 seconds and the absorption spectrum yielded a fully reduced 
flavin similar to the one observed in the wild-type enzyme when the flavin reduction is carried out 
in aerobic condition (38). These results are consistent with the A46G and S45A variant enzymes 
reacting very poorly with oxygen but not enough to be considered as an oxidase since the rate of 
flavin oxidation was ≤ 1 s-1. This may be due to the side chain of A46 preventing oxygen from 
reaching the reactive center of the flavin and the hydroxyl group of S45 that may prevent by steric 
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effects the accumulation of the superoxide ion, which can be formed in many dehydrogenases (10). 
Removal of the A46 side chain may provide more space for oxygen, but not as much to confer 
PaDADH an oxidase activity like ʟ-galactono-γ-lactone dehydrogenase where the removal of the 
corresponding residue, A113 by glycine provided to the enzyme the ability to react efficiently with 
oxygen (31). 
The S45-A46 switch participates in the substrate specificity toward ᴅ-leucine in PaDADH. 
Evidence supporting this conclusion comes from the pH-profiles studies on kcat/Km determined 
with ᴅ-leucine as substrate. In the A46G and S46A variant enzymes these values decreased more 
than 150 fold in comparison to the wild-type values, while the kcat/Km values determined with ᴅ-
arginine displayed a decrease of only 10 fold with respect to the wild-type values. These data are 
consistent with the enzyme losing its ability to accommodate ᴅ-leucine upon removal of A46 to 
glycine or S45 to alanine. Further evidence in support for this conclusion comes from the reductive 
half-reduction studies with A46G and S45A variant enzymes with ᴅ-leucine where kred/Kd values 
of the two variant enzymes were decreased by at least 150 fold compared to the wild-type values. 
The lack of a significant decrease on the kcat/Km values with ᴅ-arginine are consistent with the 
replacement of A46 to glycine or S45 to alanine not affecting the ability of PaDADH to 
accommodate the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine in the active site pocket. These results 
showed that the mutations exert a discriminatory effect toward the slow and small substrate D-
leucine. The X-ray crystallographic data showed an hydrogen bonding interaction between the OH 
group of S45 and the C(2)-OH ribityl moiety in the ligand-free conformation. Removal of the 
hydrogen bonding interaction may impair the S45-A46 switch important for ᴅ-leucine substrate 
accommodation. Moreover replacement of A46 by a glycine residue may increase the flexibility 
of the switch in the A46G variant enzyme which fails to accommodate ᴅ-leucine. Taken together, 
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these data are consistent with the S45-A46 switch being important in PaDADH to accommodate 
the small substrate, ᴅ-leucine. 
Maximal velocity at high concentration of ᴅ-leucine as substrate cannot be achieved in the 
A46G and S45A variant enzymes, consistent with these variant enzymes losing the ability to gain 
saturation kinetics. Evidence for this conclusion comes from the steady-state kinetic investigations. 
No kcat values could be determined with both variant enzymes in the oxygen electrode when ᴅ-
leucine was used as substrate. Similar results were obtained in the reductive half-reaction studies 
at pH 10.0 where kred values could not be determined. The kcat/Km (k1k3/(k2+k3)) and kred/Kd 
(k3(k1/k2)) values determined with ᴅ-leucine indicate that the substrate can still bind into the active 
site pocket since these kinetic parameters include binding steps for the minimal mechanism shown 
in scheme 2.2. The X-ray crystal structure of PaDADH showed that the side chains of A46 and 
S45 are not in direct contact with the substrate but are located in the same mobile loop with Y53, 
which controls the entrance and the product release from the active site (37). Moreover, these data 
showed that A46 and S46 side chains adopt two different conformations corresponding to the 
ligand-free and product-bound conformation suggesting that they may play a role in catalysis (37).  
The crystallographic and kinetic data, which indicate that both kred and kcat could not be determined 
with ᴅ-leucine, are consistent with A46G and S45A variant enzymes failing to orient ᴅ-leucine in 
a catalytically productive position for CH and NH bond cleavage. However, kcat values were 
determined with the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine with an increase of about 2 fold and kcat/Km 
values showed a slight decrease of less than 10 fold compared to the wild-type values. This 
suggests that substrate affinity and positioning were not affected with ᴅ-arginine in the variant 
enzymes. Previous studies showed that in the wild-type enzyme iminoarginine release is partially 
rate limiting (9). Thus, removal of the side chain of A46 to glycine or S45 to alanine may contribute 
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to make product release faster in respect to other relevant kinetic steps resulting in an increase on 
kcat. These results indicate that A46 and S45 residues participate in the positioning of ᴅ-leucine 
and facilitate the release of iminoarginine from the active site in PaDADH.  
A pH-profile with a hollow was observed in the S45A variant enzyme, consistent with the 
rate of proton release to the solvent being affected. pH-profiles studies on the Kd values with ᴅ-
leucine as well as molecular simulations studies previously established that wild-type PaDADH 
binds preferentially the protonated form of the substrate (38). Recent studies showed that in the 
reductive half-reaction the substrate α-amine group is either protonated or unprotonated before 
binding to the free enzyme to form the enzyme-substrate complex and there is an equilibrium 
between the protonated and the unprotonated forms of the enzyme-substrate complexes (39). 
Previous studies demonstrated the presence of a hollow in catalysis with three pKa values when 
the equilibration of the proton within the complex is not rapid with respect to other relevant kinetic 
steps. In the wild-type enzyme a hollow pH-profile was seen in catalysis with ᴅ-lysine as substrate, 
but not with ᴅ-arginine. It was concluded that ᴅ-lysine was not oriented properly, which prevents 
a fast rate of proton release to the solvent (39). pH-profiles on kcat with a hollow were also observed 
in the E87L and H48F variant enzymes with ᴅ-arginine indicating that the optimal orientation of 
the substrate  was perturbed by the mutations (39). It was suggested that the two water molecule 
network with H48, which contributes to orient the α-amine group, was disrupted in the H48F 
variant enzyme and lack of interaction with the side chain of ᴅ-arginine with L87 creates the same 
effect (39). In the X-ray crystal structure of PaDADH in complex with iminoarginine, both S45 
and H48 are located in the same mobile loop L1, involved in substrate binding (Figure 2.10). 
Removal of the side chain of S45 by an alanine may disturb the structural integrity of the S45-H48 
peptidyl region of loop L1 that most likely perturbs the water network to orient the substrate α-
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amine group in a catalytically productive position. Thus, alteration of the water molecule network 
feature with H48 results in a slow rate for proton release to the solvent in the S45A variant enzyme. 
The pH-profile on kcat/Km with ᴅ-arginine also revealed the presence of a hollow in the S45A 
variant enzyme. This is consistent with the presence of an isomerization of the enzyme in complex 
with the protonated form of the substrate in the S45A variant enzyme most likely due to the 
perturbation of the overall configuration of loop L1. In tryptophan 2-monooxygenase a hollow pH-
profile on kcat/Km with ᴅ-methionine and alanine was assigned to a proton related isomerization of 
the enzyme-substrate complex (42, 43).  
ᴅ-leucine a sticky substrate in the I335H variant enzyme. This conclusion is supported by 
the perturbation of the pKa value on the kcat/Km pH-profile with ᴅ-leucine from the intrinsic pKa 
value of 9.5 to 8.4. Evidence in support of 9.5 being an intrinsic pKa value in the I335H variant 
enzyme came from the pH-independence on the Dkred values determined with ᴅ-leucine for the 
reduction of the enzyme-bound flavin between pH 8.0 and 10.0. The kcat/Km pH-profile with the 
slow substrate, ᴅ-leucine depends on pH and differs from the intrinsic value, establishing that the 
enzyme substrate-complex is committed to catalysis and that ᴅ-leucine is a sticky substrate in the 
I335H variant enzyme. Thus, the difference between the apparent pKa values determined on kcat/Km 
represents the stickiness of the substrate since kcat/Km reports on the ionizable states of the free 
enzyme or the free substrate (39). In contrast, ᴅ-leucine is not a sticky substrate in the wild-type 
enzyme (39).The stickiness of the substrate (i.e., k3/k2 in Scheme 2.1) or the forward commitment 
to catalysis (Cf) can be calculated by using eq 10, where ΔpKa represents the difference between 
the apparent and the intrinsic pKa values. The decrease of the pKa value of ~1.1 unit with respect 
to the intrinsic value is consistent with I335H variant enzyme stabilizing the enzyme-substrate 
complex to proceed to catalysis rather than its dissociation to free enzyme and free substrate.  The 
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stickiness of ᴅ-leucine was calculated to be 11.6 and the rate of dissociation of the enzyme-
substrate complex to free enzyme and free substrate, k2 (i.e., k3/Cf) was 2.2 s
-1. The rate of flavin 
reduction, k3 (i.e., k3= kred) was measured at pH 10.0 with a value of 25 s
-1. For the reductive half-
reaction mechanism displayed in Scheme 2.1, kcat/Km equals k1k3/(k2+k3). From the latter equation 
k1, the second order rate constant for the formation of the enzyme-substrate complex was computed 
to be 2,750 M-1s-1 and the dissociation constant Kd (i.e., k2/k1) was also calculated with a value of 
0.8 mM compare to the measured value of 1.2 mM. Thus, validating these calculations. The 
stickiness of ᴅ-leucine in I335H variant enzyme is likely due the introduction of a polar group 
located at hydrogen bonding distance with respect to S45, optimizing the active pocket 
environment for better binding of the substrate. These results are consistent with side chain of I335 
located at loop L4 close participating in the overall active site integrity to accommodate the 
substrate. 
Iminoleucine is a sticky product in the I335H variant enzyme. Evidence in support of 
iminoleucine being sticky comes from the outward perturbation of the apparent pKa value of 9.1 
measured on the kcat pH-profile with ᴅ-leucine with respect to the intrinsic pKa value of 9.5. In 
Scheme 2.1, the stickiness of the product or the forward commitment to catalysis on kcat, Cvf (i.e., 
k3/k5) is the ratio of the rate constant of amine oxidation to the rate of product release. The overall 
turnover, kcat can be derived as k3k5/(k3+k5) and Cvf and k5 were calculated to be 1.5 s
-1 and 20 s-1 
respectively at pH 10.0. Product stickiness in the I335H variant enzyme is consistent with a step 
other than the rate of flavin reduction (k3) being at least partially rate limiting during when the 
enzyme is turning over at saturating concentration of substrate. Previous studies have shown that 
the wild-type enzyme proceeds to Ping-Pong Bi-Bi steady-state mechanism (9). The kcat and kcat/Km 
values determined with ᴅ-leucine and ᴅ-arginine are lowered by less than 10 fold in comparison 
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with the wild-type values. Furthermore, the pKa values measured on the kcat and kcat/Km pH-profiles 
with the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine are not significantly different from the wild-type 
values. The pKa value measured on kred pH-profile in the I335H variant enzyme is very similar to 
wild-type value of 9.6 (38). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that both I335H variant enzyme and 
the wild-type enzyme operate through the same steady-state mechanism. The apparent kcat/Km 
value measured in I335H at varying concentration of PMS at a fix saturating concentration of ᴅ-
arginine was ~13×106 M-1s-1. At 1 mM PMS, the rate of flavin oxidation (~104 s-1) is still faster 
compared to the overall turnover number. Consequently, the only first order kinetic rate constant 
in the reductive half-reaction other than the chemical step that can be rate limiting is product 
release, which is k5. This conclusion is in agreement with the the kcat value of 11 s
-1 measured at 
pH 10.0 compared to a kred value of 25 s
-1, consistent with k5 being at least partially rate limiting. 
I335, located at loop L4, which is one of the four loops forming a flask-like substrate binding 
pocket participates in iminoleucine accommodation in PaDADH. 
In summary, A46G, I335H and S45A variant enzymes were prepared through side-directed 
mutagenesis, pH-profiles, and kinetic isotope effects techniques were used to investigate the role 
of A46, S45 and I335 residues in PaDADH. The steady-state reactions of the variant enzymes 
carried out with the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine in absence of the artificial electron acceptor 
did not show any oxygen consumption, indicating that none of the variant enzymes acquired 
oxidase activity. However, in rapid reaction kinetics the A46G and S45A variant enzymes showed 
a small consumption of molecular oxygen. The results indicate that the removal of the side chain 
of A46 and S45 respectively by glycine and alanine may create more room for oxygen to reach the 
reactive center of the flavin. Turnover is increased by ~2 fold in the A46G and S45A variant 
enzymes with ᴅ-arginine. In contrast, kcat value with the slower substrate, ᴅ-leucine cannot be 
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determined in A46G and S45A variant enzymes, which lack the ability to orient the substrate α-
amino group in a catalytically productive position. A restricted proton transfer to the solvent was 
observed in the S45A variant enzyme due to a non-optimal orientation of the substrate α-amino 
group. A proton related isomerization process was proposed in the S45A variant enzyme due to a 
hollow pH-profile on kcat/Km with ᴅ-arginine. Replacement of I335 by a histidine residue resulted 
in a variant enzyme where both ᴅ-leucine and iminoleucine became sticky. These results indicate 
that the I335 side chain participates in the overall configuration of the active site to accommodate 
both ᴅ-leucine and iminoleucine. 
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Scheme 2.1. Reductive half-reaction of PaDADH accounting for pH effects on substrate 
ionization. Taken from reference (18) without author’s permission. 
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Scheme 2.2. Reductive Half-reaction of PaDADH. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 2.3. Oxidative Half-reaction of PaDADH. 
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Figure 2.1. Reaction mechanism of flavin hydroquinone oxidation with O2. After initial transfer 
of an electron from the reduced flavin to O2 (a) generating O2
−• and flavin semiquinone, spin 
inversion of the resulting radical pair (b) allows for further reaction to yield oxidized flavin and 
hydrogen peroxide (c). The quantum spins of the flavin and oxygen species are indicated in red. 
Step c may proceed through the formation of a transient C(4a)-(hydro)peroxyflavin (not shown 
here) as observed in pyranose 2-oxidase, or through an outer sphere second electron transfer 
(shown) as proposed for glucose oxidase. Taken from reference (40) without author’s permission. 
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Figure 2.2. UV-visible absorption spectra of PaDADH variant enzymes. of wild-type (black), 
A46G (green), I335H (red) and S45A (blue) in 20 mM Tris-HCl and 10% glycerol (pH 8.0) at 22 
°C. 
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Figure 2.3. pH-profiles of the A46G variant enzyme. Effects of pH on the kcat and kcat/Km values 
of PaDADH variant A46G with ᴅ-arginine (●) and ᴅ-leucine (○). PaDADH activity was measured 
at varying concentrations of ᴅ-arginine or ᴅ-leucine and fixed 1 mM PMS at 25 oC. The kcat/Km of 
ᴅ-arginine data were fit to eq 5, whereas the kcat of ᴅ-arginine and kcat/Km of ᴅ-leucine data were 
fit with eq 6. 
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Figure 2.4. pH-profiles of the I335H variant enzyme. Effects of pH on the kcat and kcat/Km values 
of PaDADH variant I335H with ᴅ-arginine (●) and ᴅ-leucine (○). PaDADH activity was measured 
at varying concentrations of ᴅ-arginine or ᴅ-leucine and fixed 1 mM PMS at 25 oC. The kcat/Km of 
ᴅ-arginine data were fit with eq 5, whereas the other data were fit to eq 6. 
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Figure 2.5. pH-profiles of the S45A variant enzyme. Effects of pH on the kcat and kcat/Km values 
of PaDADH variant S45A with ᴅ-arginine (●) and ᴅ-leucine (○). PaDADH activity was measured 
at varying concentrations of ᴅ-arginine or ᴅ-leucine and fixed 1 mM PMS at 25 oC. The kcat and 
kcat/Km of ᴅ-arginine data were fit to eq 7, where the kcat/Km of ᴅ-leucine data were fit to eq 6. 
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Figure 2.6. Reductive half-reaction of the I335H variant enzyme. Reductive half-reaction of 
I335H with ᴅ-leucine as the reducing substrate at pH 8.5 and 25oC. Panel A represents the selected 
stopped-flow traces of the absorbance changes at 445 nm of the enzyme-bound flavin with 0.1 mM 
(black), 0.3 mm (blue), 0.6 mM (red), 10mM (green) ᴅ-leucine. The Traces were fit to eqs 1 or 2.  
Inset shows the UV-visible spectrum of the fully reduced flavin after mixing with the substrate 
Note that spectrum has been normalized with the extinction coefficient. Panel B shows the 
observed rate constants for flavin reduction as a function of ᴅ-leucine concentration.  
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Figure 2.7. pH-profile on kred with the I335H variant enzyme. Effects of pH on the kred values of 
PaDADH variant I335H with ᴅ-leucine. Data were fit to eq 4 yielding an approximate kred(lim) ~ 33 
s-1 and an approximate pKa value of ~9.1 due to limiting value not well defined. 
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Figure 2.8. Reductive half-reaction of the A46 and S45A variant enzymes in aerobic condition. 
The reductive half-reaction of the A46 and S45A variant enzymes with ᴅ-leucine as the reducing 
substrate at pH 10.0 and 25 oC. Panel A shows the reduction of the enzyme-bound flavin in 
presence of oxygen (blue) and in absence of oxygen (black). The trace obtained in absence of 
oxygen was fit to eq 1.The trace in presence of oxygen represents the absorbance changes with no 
fit to an equation and displayed a stationary phase. Panel B shows the reduced variant enzymes in 
presence of oxygen (blue) and in absence of oxygen (black).   
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Figure 2.9. Reductive half-reaction of the A46G variant enzyme. The reductive half-reaction of 
A46G with D-leucine as the reducing substrate at pH10.0 and 25 oC.  Panel A represents the 
stopped-flow traces of the absorbance changes at 448 nm of the enzyme-bound flavin (13 µM) 
with 5 mM (black), 15 mm (green), 25 mM (purple), 40mM (blue) and 60 mM (red). The traces 
were fit with to eq 1. Panel B shows the observed rate constant for flavin reduction as a function 
of ᴅ-leucine concentration. The enzyme could not be saturated with the substrate only kred/Kd value 
was determined. Similar tendency was also observed with the S45 variant enzyme. 
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Figure 2.10. Position of A46 and H48 residues in PaDADH. A46 and S45 located at loop L1 are 
in orange. FAD is in yellow and IAR in magenta is the iminoproduct.      
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Table 2.1. Effects of pH on the kcat and kcat/Km values of PaDADH variants 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   kcat/Km  kcat 
substrates enzymes  pKa1 pKa2 (kcat/Km)H
a (M-1 s-1)  pKa (kcat)H
a (s-1) 
ᴅ-arginine A46G  7.8 ± 0.1b 7.8 ± 0.1b    270,000 ± 70,000  8.0 ± 0.1c 240 ± 20 
 I335H  7.4 ± 0.1b 7.4 ± 0.1b    520,000 ± 78,000  6.2 ± 0.1c   20 ± 1 
 wild-typed  7.2 ± 0.1b 7.2 ± 0.1b 2,600,000 ± 500,000  6.3 ± 0.1c 160 ± 20 
ᴅ-leucine A46G      9.0c,e   -             40e      ndg     nd 
 I335H      8.4c,e   -        3,000e  9.1c,e   12e 
 S45A      9.1c,e   -             65e    nd     nd 
 wild-typef      9.5c,e   -      11,000e    9.5c,e 100e 
a  pH-independent limiting value at high pH 
b Determined using eq 5 
c Determined using eq 6 
d Taken from reference (39) 
e  Approximate value, due to plateau not being well defined 
f Taken from reference (38) 
g Not determined  
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Table 2.2. Effects of pH on the kcat and kcat/Km values of S45A with ᴅ-arginine as substrate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  kcat/Km     kcat  
βpKα pKα pKe (kcat/Km)Ha (M-1 s-1)  βpKα pKα pKe (kcat)Ha (s-1) 
5.3 ± 0.2b 7.1 ± 0.2b 8.2 ± 0.1b 290,000 ± 50,000  6.2 ± 0.2b 7.2 ± 0.3b 8.4 ± 0.2b 200 ± 30 
a pH-independent limiting value at high pH 
b Determined using eq 7 
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Table 2.3. Effects of pH on the Dkred values of I335H with ᴅ-leucine as substrate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pH Dkred 
  8.0 4.2 (± 0.1) 
  9.0 4.9 (± 0.2) 
10.0 5.0 (± 0.1) 
Data determined in 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate 
in water at 25oC with at varying concentration of 
ᴅ-leucine and ᴅ-leucined10 ranging from 0.05 and 
15 mM 
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CHAPTER 3. 
CONCLUSIONS 
3.1 Conclusions 
ᴅ-Arginine dehydrogenase (PaDADH) is a flavin-dependent enzyme from Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, an opportunistic human pathogen (1). The enzyme catalyzes the oxidation of ᴅ-amino 
acids to the corresponding imino acids, which are non-enzymatically hydrolyzed to α-keto-acids 
and ammonia (1, 2). All ᴅ-amino acids except aspartate, glutamate and glycine are substrates for 
the enzyme, with the highest kcat/Km value observed with ᴅ-arginine as substrate (1). PaDADH 
participates in the racemization of arginine with ʟ-arginine dehydrogenase in P. aeruginosa (3). 
I335 side chain is 3.8 Å away from the N(1)-C(2) locus of the FAD and located in the opposite 
site in respect to the substrate binding pocket. This region is known to be occupied mostly by 
positively charged side chain residues in oxidases. Residues A46 and S45, located at the si face of 
the flavin ring, adopt two alternate conformations and are presumably considered to play an 
important role in oxygen reactivity and catalysis. 
S45, A46, and I335 residues were mutated to histidine, glycine, and alanine, respectively 
and individually, through site-directed mutagenesis to test whether PaDADH may acquire the 
ability to react with molecular oxygen. S45A, A46G and I335H variant enzymes were also studied 
through steady-state, rapid reaction kinetics and UV-visible absorption techniques to investigate 
the role of A46, I335 and S45 side chains in binding and catalysis. The oxygen reactivity test with 
the physiological substrate ᴅ-arginine indicated that none of the mutations conferred oxidase 
activity to PaDADH. In contrast, when A46G and S45A variant enzymes were mixed with the 
slower substrate ᴅ-leucine in the stopped-flow spectrophotometer, a small turnover was observed. 
These results suggested that removal of A46 side chain with a glycine or S45 with an alanine may 
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create more space for oxygen and reduced the electrostatic interaction preventing the formation of 
the superoxide ion in the active site pocket. A factor of ~2 fold increase was observed in turnover 
with the physiological substrate, ᴅ-arginine in the A46G and S45A variant enzymes, while these 
variant enzyme were not unable to be saturated with the slower substrate, ᴅ-leucine. This indicates 
that the S45 and A46 residues participates in the specificity of the enzyme toward ᴅ-leucine. The 
increase in kcat with the physiological substrate in the S45A and A46G variant enzyme, are 
consistent with the mutations enhancing catalysis by making product release faster in respect to 
other relevant kinetic steps when the enzymes are turning over with ᴅ-arginine. In the wild-type 
enzyme the overall turnover is at least partially limited by product release with iminoarginine and 
iminohistidine (1, 4). The pH-profile studies on kcat/Km in the S45A variant enzyme with ᴅ-arginine 
showed a hollow trend consistent with a slow release of the proton from the protonated enzyme-
substrate complex into the solvent due to a non-optimal orientation of the substrate α-amino group. 
Thus, showing that the side chain of S45 residue contributes to orient the substrate α-amine group 
in a catalytically productive position.  A proton related isomerization process was proposed in the 
S45A variant enzyme due to a hollow pH-profile on kcat/Km with ᴅ-arginine. Similar effects were 
also observed in trypthophan 2-monooxygenase (5, 6). ᴅ-leucine and iminoleucine were both 
sticky in the I335H variant enzyme, consistent with the enzyme being populated in during turnover 
with complexes rather than being in its free form. From a kinetic stand-point, these studies 
established the importance S45, A46 and I335 residues in binding and catalysis in PaDADH. 
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